‘How to use’ guide for Rubber Play Pavers

Considerations before use:
The main considerations before use are:
1) Ensure your measure the area accurately.
2) Will you require the Rubber Sides & Ends to provide a black border?
3) What is the ground/surface conditions like prior to application?

1) We recommend measuring the area accurately and double checking it as ordering too many
pavers or similarly too few can be costly and frustrating.

2) For every running linear metre along the ends of your tiled area you require 3 End Tiles.

These End Tiles are moulded to perfectly fit into the spaces provided.

Similarly, The Rubber Side Tiles will fit perfectly, for every running linear metre along the
sides of the play area you require 5 Side Tiles.

3) If the ground area which the tiles are to be laid upon is loose or unstable or similarly if it is a
grassed area, treat the preparation in the same way an area which is to be considered for
traditional stone or concrete paving is to be prepared.

Although the Rubber Pavers are porous and will allow free drainage, ensure the area to be
considered drains well to avoid surface water collecting and disturbing the foundations of
the pavers.

Excavate the area, disposing of the soil and rubble and import a sub base, ideally MOT ‘Type
1’ to a depth of 75-100mm and mechanically compact.

Apply a blinding layer of either limestone dust or concrete sand at a depth of 25-50mm and
again mechanically compact.

Tamper each paver into the blinding layer and ensure they sit nicely and securely.

Aftercare:

If the Rubber Play Pavers become dirty or soiled as a result of active play, simply wash off
with clean water adding only a very small amount of washing up liquid.

Do not use harsh abrasive cleaners or strong acid cleaning agents as this will tarnish the
colour of the tiles.

